Goose on the Loose!
Watch out! There’s a Goose on the Loose!
Help the farmers round up the escaped geese in this fun, colour matching
board game but, be careful, the cheeky geese might escape again!
• 24 two-piece 3D geese • 4 farmers with stands • 1 jigged playing board
• 4 collection boards • 1 dice
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Setting up the game
Assemble the
3D geese

Assemble
the farmers

Assemble the playing board and

Each player
chooses a farmer
and stands it on
the green arrow.

stand the 3D geese around the board.

Slot each
farmer into
a matching
coloured
stand.

Slot the goose
wings into the
matching coloured
goose bodies.
NOTE: Make sure the
goose’s feet are the
right way round.

TOP TIP
Once you
have pushed
the wings down
as far as you can,
stand the goose
on a hard surface
and gently push
down further until
the bottom of the
wings section
touches the surface.
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All players place
a collection board
in front of them.
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Roll the dice

Roll the dice and
move your farmer
along the path the
same number
of spaces.

Play passes to the
next player.

Escaping geese

If you land on a coloured space
and you already have that
coloured goose on your collection board, the naughty
goose escapes again! Shout ‘Goose on the Loose!’
and return the goose to the table.
Don’t worry! You can collect the same coloured goose again
if you later land on another matching coloured space.

Play passes to the next player.
Purple
space
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Rounding up geese
Look at the colour of the space your
farmer has landed on and choose a
matching coloured goose from
the table. Shout ‘HONK!’
and place the goose on
the same coloured dot
on your collection board.

The youngest
player starts.
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Place the dice within reach
of all players.
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Landing on a multi-coloured space

If you land on a multi-coloured space
and you have not filled all the spaces
on your collection board, you can take
any coloured goose that you need from
the table OR from another player.
Shout ‘HONK!’ and stand the goose on your collection
board.
Play passes to the next player.
If you land on a multi-coloured space and you have
filled all the spaces on your collection board, take a
goose from another player and place it on the table
with the other escaped geese shouting ‘Goose on
the Loose!’.
Play passes to the next player.

End of the path

When you reach the red arrow at the
end of the path, stand your farmer next
to your collection board. Any geese you
have collected are safe and cannot be
taken by other players.
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The winner

Players count how many
geese they have rounded
up. The player with the
most geese is the winner.

Purple
goose

Fun addition to gameplay
Return to table
Remember: At all times during the game, you can only
have one of each coloured goose on your collection board.

Play continues until all players have
reached the end of the path.

For a more physical game, try
placing some/all of the escaped
geese around the room so that
players have to get up from the
table to round them up!

